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Abstract
Despite the Electronic Age's impact on libraries, blurring the lines between brick and mortar and the Web, the value of collecting locally and regionally focused works remains high. Of equal importance is a deeper understanding of the choices which local and regional institutions make when collecting information about their geographical areas. As the use of bibliographies is critical to identifying resources for acquisition, this initial study was accomplished by compiling holdings information in OCLC's WorldCat for titles listed in three sections of the "North Carolina Bibliography" to gain insight into how North Carolina libraries are collecting both North Carolina authors and state focused materials. This comparison will ascertain how widely held the titles are by both academic and public libraries from across the state and worldwide.
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If you live in North Carolina and you're looking for a job, you have come to the right place. What's The Largest Company In North Carolina? Compass Group USA is the largest company headquartered in North Carolina based on our database of 10 million resumes. It has 595,841 employees. See the full table or the methodology below. Because, sure, you can google things like ‘biggest companies in North Carolina’ and get a fairly long list of companies with a lot of employees, or perhaps that have the biggest names — but here, we bring you the companies with the most current employees that are actually North Carolina's unique and colorful culture, folklore, geography, politics, and growth demand new and creative historical analysis. Collectively the authors and editors of Writing North Carolina History offer a welcome, necessary guide to the study of Tar Heel history. Originally published in 1979. Excerpt. By William S. Powell. To review what has been written about North Carolina during the 179-year period between 1585 and 1764 is a monumental undertaking for several reasons. Not only is that a very long period of time during which great and impressive events occurred, but it also antic North Carolina's got a lot. Including, a lot of famous people and public figures born right here in the good ol' Tarheel state. Here are thirty famous people from North Carolina who forever made their mark in the spotlight. We're aware that these uncertain times are limiting many aspects of life as we all practice social and physical distancing. While we're continuing to feature destinations that make our state wonderful, we don't expect or encourage you to go check them out immediately. Lisa Sheets Barricella is the Acquisitions Librarian at East Carolina University's Joyner Library. She holds an MLIS from the University of Pittsburgh. Address correspondence. Request full-text. Collecting Ourselves: An analysis of holdings in North Carolina libraries of selected categories from the "North Carolina Bibliography". Article. Lisa Sheets Barricella. Matthew Reynolds. The value of local and regional collecting is well established. In her book Local History Collections in Libraries, Faye Phillips discusses the blossoming of area studies in the 1960s saying that &q West's North Carolina General Statutes Annotated: Using the Classification and Numbering System of the North Carolina General Statutes of 1943. Eagan, Minn.: West Group, 2000 American Association of Law Libraries, Government Documents Special Interest Section, State Bibliography Series. Chicago, Ill: AALL, 1996. Kavass, Igor I. and Bruce A. Christensen.